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On June 7, 2016, long-time New York City activist Sally Elkordy addressed
the Department of Health and Human Services’ Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP) regarding the lack of science behind the
multitude of vaccine recommended to our children. She read a short but
comprehensive scientiﬁc explanation of why vaccines are neither safe nor
effective in a statement prepared for her by
retired Principal Research Scientist Viera
Scheibner, PhD. She concluded by asking the
ACIP to recommend a National Moratorium
on Vaccination.
Elkordy noted that while she
patiently waited four hours to deliver her
statement orally for the record, she heard
several proposals from various agency
representatives involved with the national
vaccination program. The two proposals
that caught her attention: 1) a proposal to
microchip all the nation’s children; and 2)
a proposal to enforce adult immunization
through the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
Many researchers have noted that autism spectrum disorders and
autoimmune diseases are not the only side effects of mass vaccination programs.
How about sterilization and gender bending? In a January 2016 American
College of Pediatrics press release, concerns about the HPV vaccine Gardasil
causing premature ovarian failure, also known as premature menopause, are
raised based on six laboratory-conﬁrmed cases since 2013. The press release
further noted that long-term ovarian function was not assessed in either the
original rat studies nor in the human trials prior to licensing Gardasil.
In his book, Killing Us Softly: Causes and Consequences of the Global
Depopulation Policy, Kevin Mugur Galalae writes: “Since all chemical agents
chosen to undermine human fertility work by damaging the endocrine system,
the unintended side-effects to human health are legion. By disrupting the
endocrine system, ﬂuoride has an adverse effect on every part and function of
the human body, impairing reproduction and development, the immune system
and the nervous system. Illnesses associated with Western living standards
– heart disease, diabetes, obesity, and cancer – conveniently attributed to poor
diet and lack of physical activity, are in fact, for the most part, the result of
the endocrine disrupting poisons deliberately fed to people in the developing
world since 1950.
“As the architects of the Global Depopulation Policy have widened the
use of these poisons to the developing world, the same illnesses are beginning
to wreak havoc there. These so-called illnesses of afﬂuence are in fact the
effects of chronic poisoning and the epidemic is spreading to the developing
world far in advance of the afﬂuence that supposedly brought this curse upon
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the developed world.
“In countries like Brazil and Iran, for instance, where ﬂuoridation and
BPA use have been introduced fast and furious, and not as gradually as in the
developed world, these so-called Western ailments are more deadly there than
in the West. The WHO, which is central to the Global Depopulation Policy,
predicts even more deaths in the future due to chronic illnesses, knowing full
well what to expect once their poisons of choice are unleashed upon virgin
populations.
” “A second branch of illnesses caused or exacerbated by chemical sterilization
agents are neurological and span the entire spectrum of developmental and
mental disorders: learning disabilities, speech and language impairments,
mental retardation, autism, attention deﬁcit and hyperactivity disorder (ADD/
ADHD), bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, Alzheimer’s, Down syndrome, dementia, chronic fatigue syndrome,
dyslexia, epilepsy, motor skill
disorders, Parkinson’s disease, Tourette
syndrome, antisocial behavior, schizophrenia, and countless other ailments.
More than 25% of the populations exposed to chemical sterilization agents are
affected by mental or developmental disorders; a ten-fold greater incidence
than in populations that have not been chronically exposed to such toxic
agents.
“A third group of illnesses concern sex hormone disorders: disorders of
sex development, acquired sex disorders, disorders of gender, disorders of
puberty, and menstrual function and fertility disorders. Of these by far the
most concerning are gender identity issues,
which is why the incidence of LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender)
is at least 10% higher in countries that
have chemically poisoned their people to
lower their fertility than in countries that
have not.
“A fourth group of illnesses concern
the damage done to the immune system,
which is rendered either hyperactive or
repressed, resulting in either autoimmune
diseases and allergies or, respectively, in
viral attacks and cancers. In one way or
another, everyone who is subjected to the
poisons of the Global Depopulation Policy suffers from damage done to the
immune system.
“The overall effect of the West’s chemical sterilization program will not
be known until research is allowed to occur and scientists are not punished
for publishing anything related to the pervasive chemical agents we are
intentionally being subjected to for the sake of population control.”
On June 7, 2016, Galalae completed 60 days of a hunger strike in Rome
where he appealed to Pope Francis to end the current depopulation agenda
using vaccines and chemtrails. He plans on continuing to Geneva, Switzerland
to seal the doors of the World Health Organization and send Margaret Chan,
its Director-General, back to China where she comes from. Please donate to
his efforts at “Stop Depop by Vacs and Chemtrails” https://www.gofundme.
com/chs6x5k4 Our children, our future, depend upon our collective actions
today.
On June 15, 2016 the U.S. Senate voted to require women to register for
selective service when they turn 18 years old. Elkordy notes that, according
to Galalae’s research, only 50% of women of child bearing age are capable
of conceiving and having children. The only population group besides infants
that are more vaccinated in America are military personnel. And in an
interview of Dr. Viera Scheibner by Elkordy, Scheibner claimed that one in
ten children in America die in infancy.
In 2016, The Syndrome, a ﬁlm highlighting the plight of those falsely
accused of Shaken Baby Syndrome (SBS) while providing scientiﬁc evidence
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Sherby who took Jessup’s book to Varo,
who soon reproduced both the book
and the notes in the margins through
their “Military Assistance” division.
Theories About The Reprinting
Barker offers two theories regarding Varo’s role in publishing the Annotated Edition. The ﬁrst is that top military brass had passed the book down
through the lower echelon to avoid
responsibility should any negative
publicity result. It was to be published
surreptitiously by Varo, who may have
had top military security clearance, the
idea being to prevent any leakage that
might come by sending it to a standard
government printing ofﬁce. The military was allegedly interested in applying the notes to secret research being
conducted at the time.
Another theory, which Barker considers the more likely of the two, is
simply that Captain Sherby had a deep
personal interest in UFOs and wanted
copies to give to fellow Navy personnel who were also interested. The Varo
Company may simply have been doing
him a personal favor in making the reprint, which they reportedly often did
for members of the military.
“No great degree of secrecy seemed
to have been employed,” according to
Barker. “Jessup was called in by Varo
and shown the book, and nothing in his
subsequent writings or reported conversations indicates he was requested
to maintain secrecy. Permission was
obtained both from the author and the
publisher, Citadel Press, to reproduce
the text of the original book. Jessup
was given several copies, probably the
source of the copies a few UFO researchers reportedly possess.”
The Mysterious Note Writers
Returning to the subject of the three
“people” who made the margin notes,
the Global Communications edition
includes the introduction to the later
facsimile printing, in which one learns
more about them. Barker says the introduction is competently written but
that the identity of the author remains
unknown. The anonymous writer provides a more detailed summation of
just who the mysterious three may have
been.
Three different colors of ink were
used: blue, blue-violet and blue-green.
There are also three distinct handwritings. The three entities have been designated as Mr. A., Mr. B. and Jemi. It
is assumed that the third person was
named “Jemi” because of the direct
use of the name in salutations, plus Mr.
A. and Mr. B. refer to him that way
throughout the book. It is also possible
that two of the men are twins, given that
there are two references to this word,
with Mr. A. most likely being one of
the twins while the other remains un-

known.
It is probable that these men
were gypsies.
“In the closing pages of the book,”
the unknown author writes, “Mr. B.
says, ‘Only a gypsy will tell another of
that catastrophe. And we are a discredited people, ages ago. Hah! Yet man
wonders where “we” come from.’”
If the aliens were indeed to dwell
among us in human form, perhaps they
would choose a life as gypsies. They
would lead a nomadic existence, always
on the move, with little in the way of
material possessions, owning nothing
but their “music and philosophy,” and
yet being truly happy. Or so the note
writers claim.
Soon after the publication of his
book, Jessup received a letter from
Carlos Miguel Allende. Jessup maintained from the ﬁrst that it was Allende
who had sent the book to the Navy, and
when one examines the handwriting,
style, content and phraseology of both
the notes and the letters, one is drawn
to the conclusion that Allende was also
Mr. A.
“These men have been careless
in their spelling, capitalization, punctuation and sentence structure; though
consistency indicates adherence to custom, perhaps dictated by their original
language,” the introduction reads.
Two of the Allende letters are included in the Global Communications
reprint, and reading them makes for a
fascinating if only partially comprehensible glimpse into the mystery. In a
letter that Jessup received on January
13, 1956, Allende addresses the subject
of the infamous 1943 Philadelphia Experiment, in which the Navy tried to
use electromagnetic energy and principles ﬁrst proposed by Albert Einstein
to render a Navy destroyer invisible.
Allende claims that the Navy succeeded in rendering the ship invisible,
even teleporting it a short distance, but
some members of the crew were unable
to return from a state of invisibility
while others faded in and out physically and never completely resumed
their normal solidity. More than half of
the ofﬁcers and crew went completely
mad, while still others remained frozen
solid where they stood. Allende claims
to have detailed inside knowledge of
the various mishaps suffered by the
crew. In a second letter to Jessup, Allende tries to offer Jessup clues so he
can search for real-world veriﬁcation of
the bizarre claims made about the Philadelphia Experiment. Allende also volunteers to be hypnotized so that more
speciﬁc details can be discovered that
will prove the story is true.
Everyone’s A Critic
The tone of Allende’s letters is a little boastful, even arrogant, which may
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also explain the superior attitude sometimes evinced by the three note writers,
given that Allende is likely the real Mr.
A. While the notes sometimes feel like
some good-natured kibitzing, they often deride what they take to be Jessup’s
egomania, especially when Jessup tries
to prove the reality of ﬂying saucers at
the expense of his ideological enemies.
Even if Jessup is correct in what he says
about UFOs, he should not hold himself so high over the nonbelievers he
struggles against.
When Jessup does get a fact or concept correctly, the note writers say “He
must be reading our thoughts,” implying that Jessup couldn’t have arrived at
those same conclusions through mortal
intelligence alone. One can imagine
that Jessup’s reaction to reading some
of the snide asides may have been
something like the old show biz retort,
“Everyone’s a critic!”
Jessup would go on to write three
more books after “The Case For The
UFO,” in part laying the groundwork
for a more scientiﬁc approach to the
study of ﬂying of saucers. He urged the
government and the scientiﬁc community to examine the subject from a variety of disciplines, a repeated refrain
we continue to hear today more than 50
years later that still falls on deaf and
unresponsive ears.
On April 20, 1959, Morris K. Jessup took his own life in Dade County
Park in Florida by inhaling automobile
exhaust fumes, using a hose from the
tailpipe into his station wagon. He died
in the same ignominious obscurity in
which he had lived, unheralded and
unrecognized by the scientists and academics he sought to share his knowledge of UFOs with. It is inevitable that
some students of Ufology consider his
death to be suspicious, and there is today no way of knowing whether Jessup
freely chose to die or was murdered to
silence some revelation he may have
been intent on making public.
The preceding article is only a
short summation of the Global Communications reissue of “The Case For
The UFO.” It is indeed the Varo Edition, including all the margin notes of
the mysterious three, as well as two of
the letters sent to Jessup by Carlos Allende, Gray Barker’s informative introduction and the introduction from the
unknown writer. The complete package
is here, ready to read for the sake of improving your knowledge about a strange
story in the ﬁeld of Ufology, made even
stranger by overt military involvement
and the presence of unknown, possibly
alien, commentators who seem to know
more than we do about what’s out there
awaiting us. S
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to the contrary, has been shown
throughout the country in both ﬁlm
festivals, theaters and as credit towards
continuing education for attorneys. On
June 3, 2016 Massachusetts Judicial
Court Chief Justice Ralph Gants ordered
a new trial for Oswelt Millien who had
been convicted of abusing his daughter
in a ‘shaken-baby’ case, opening a door
for those wrongly convicted of SBS to
be retired in Massachusetts.
It appears the sleeping masses are
beginning to wake up on the vaccine
agenda. The ﬁlm “Vaxxed: From Coverup to Conspiracy” has been playing at
theaters in major cities throughout the
country to large audiences who are
resisting attempts by the state to force
parents into compliance with their
vaccine mandates. In light of all this,
Elkordy proposes that each state get
organized connecting all families who
have a child or adult suffering from
a vaccine injury. Then a large black
ribbon will be passed from affected
family to affected family during the
month of August 2016, culminating
with the selection of a woman or man
to represent the state during October in
a march on Washington D.C. Elkordy
named October as Vaccine Injury
Awareness Month in 2010 with Marian
Greene of TruthAboutGardasil.org. To
get involved, please contact Elkordy
here tinyurl.com/vaccinefreenyc. S
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